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Volumes 30-32 
A 
Abstract Family of Languages 
full principal, of all recursively 
enumerable languages, 30, 96 
intersection-closed, deterministic linear 
bounded automata, 30, 96 
locally linear languages, 32, 27 
Algorithms 
finite memory, for finite sample 
problem, 30, 49 
generated fuzzy prime implicants, 
30, 199 
time-invariant, for finite sample 
problem, 30, 49 
Anticipation 
finite, M-dependent channels, 30, 295 
Arithmetic codes 
nonlinear, easy decoding, 30, 151 
Array-bounded automata 
region crossing problem, 31, 147 
Automata 
array-bounded, region crossing 
problem, 31, 147 
composite binary, loop-free composi- 
tions, 31, 231 
finite 
with cost functions, 31, 153 
regulator theory for, 31, 1 
one-way multihead writing finite, 
family of languages, 30, 1 
permutation-reset, series decomposi- 
tion, 30, 86 
pushdown, families of oManguages 
associated with, 31, 272 
tessellation, injectivity of global maps 
for, 32, 158 
topology for, 32, 163 
Automaton system 
maximum invariant set, 32, 307 
Balanced multiple-valued filing scheme 
design, application of difference sets, 
32, 128 
Bayesian analysis 
image reconstruction, computer imple- 
mentation, 31, 364 
Binary relations 
alternative representation, 31, 385 
Bivariate Markov interval processes 
structure and properties, 32, 231 
Block codes 
general, optimum mean-square de- 
coding, 31, 341 
Book reviews 
Advances in Communication Systems, 
Vol. 4, A. J. Viterbi (Ed.), 31, 197 
Pattern Classification and Scene Anal- 
ysis, R. O. Duda and P. E. Hart, 30, 
106 
Syntactic Methods in Pattern Re- 
cognition, K. S. Fu, 31, 394 
Theorie des Kommentierens, R. 
Posner, 30, 299 
C 
Cascade decomposition 
group functions, 31, 216 
Channels 
discrete memoryless, with feedback: 
sequential coding, 32, 93 
M-dependent, with finite memory and 
finite anticipation, 30, 295 
1 Boldface number indicates appropriate volume; lightface number indicates 
pagination. 
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Clock 
interconnected J-K flip-flops, mathe- 
matical foundations, 30, 128 
Codes 
general block, optimum mean-square 
decoding, 31, 341 
linear, use of generalized t-designs 
in majority decoding method, 32, 43 
nonlinear 
arithmetic, easy decoding, 30, 151 
defined by quadratic forms over 
GF(2), 31, 43 
Reed-Muller, weight enumeration, 30, 
380 
variable length, characterizations, 32, 
263 
Coding 
sequential, for channels with feedback, 
32, 93 
theorems for discrete noiseless 
channels, 32, 355 
Complete degrees 
finite-state transformability, 32, 169 
Complexity 
lower bounds, 0-1-valued recursive 
functions, 31, 17 
Context-free grammars 
method for inference, 31, 129 
Context-free languages 
structural similarity, 30, 267 
Continuous functions 
on L~ spaces, approximation theorem, 
30, 143 
Controls 
context-free and context-sensitive, on
kolam array grammars, 32, 272 
feedback near-optimum, for nonlinear 
systems, 32, 75 
Control signals 
optimal bandlimlted, without con- 
vexity condition, 31,201 
Control system 
linear-quadratic-Gaussian, perform- 
ance measure cumulants, 32, 276 
Conversations 
three-person, mathematical represen- 
tations of soclolinguistic restraints, 
30, 234 
Convexity condition 
on velocity field of dynamical system, 
31, 201 
Cost function 
finite automata with, 31, 153 
n-Counter 
clock, 30, 128 
D 
Decoding 
linear codes, majority method: use 
of generalized t-designs, 32, 43 
nonlinear arithmetic codes, for general 
purpose computer, 30, 151 
optimum mean-square, of general 
block codes, 31, 341 
Decomposition 
cascade, group functions, 31, 216 
Design 
balanced multiple-valued filing scheme, 
application of difference sets, 32, 128 
t-Designs 
generalized, and majority decoding 
of linear codes, 32, 43 
Difference sets 
in design of balanced multiple-valued 
filing scheme, 32, 128 
Discrete smoothing 
multivariate information rate, 30, 113 
Dyck languages 
solutions of equations, 30, 21 
E 
Entropies 
degree c~, generalized recursivity, 32, 33 
Environment 
incompletely specified, estimation and 
extrapolation methods, 30, 203 
Estimation 
feature-dependent Markov processes, 
32, 379 
in incompletely specified environment, 
30, 203 
problems, application of information 
theory, 32, 101 
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state, for systems with interrupted 
observations, 32, 146 
Extrapolation 
in incompletely specified environment, 
30, 203 
Feedback 
channels with, sequential coding for, 
32, 93 
and generalized logic, 31, 75 
near-optimum control, for nonlinear 
systems, 32, 75 
Figures 
planar, detectable properties, 31, 107 
plane, black and white: polygonal 
approximations, 30, 169 
Finite 
automata 
with cost functions, 31, 153 
regulator theory, 31, 1 
memory algorithms, for finite sample 
problem, 30, 49 
Finite-state 
machines, realization of consistent 
input-output sequences by, 31, 97 
picture languages, local picture process- 
ing operations, 31, 177 
transformability, complete degrees, 
32, 169 
Flip-flops 
J-K, interconnected: mathematical 
foundations, 30, 128 
Functions 
bandlimited, characterization, 31, 258 
continuous, on L~ spaces: approxima- 
tion theorem, 30, 143 
cost, finite automata with, 31, 153 
group, cascade decomposition, 31, 216 
structure generating, families of 
languages, 32, 85 
O-l-valued recursive, complexity lower 
bounds, 31, 17 
Fuzzy prime implicants 
algorithm generated, 30, 199 
Fuzzy relation equations 
composite, resolution, 30, 38 
Fuzzy sets 
mappings into Brouwerian lattices, 
30, 38 
type 2, properties, 31, 312 
G 
Generators 
stable probability distribution, syn- 
thesis, 31, 295 
Grammars 
applications of sociolinguistic restraints 
on 3-person conversations, 30, 234 
context-free, method for inference, 
31, 129 
kolam array, context-free and context- 
sensitive controls, 32, 272 
phrase structure, right and left parses 
in, 32, 242 
tum-bounded, relation to ultralinear 
languages, 32, 188 
Group functions 
cascade decomposition, 31, 216 
H 
Homomorphisms 
injective, preserve star height, 30, 247 
Images 
homomorphic, of rational stochastic 
languages, 30, 96 
reconstruction, computer implementa- 
tion of Bayesian analysis, 31, 364 
Information 
measures, directed divergence of type 
8, 31, 185 
useful, and questionnaires, 32, 368 
Information theory 
application to estimation problems, 
32, 101 
Injectivity 
global maps for tessellation automata, 
32, 158 
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Input-output sequences 
consistent, realization by finite state 
machines, 31, 97 
Interrupted observations 
systems with, state estimation for, 
32, 146 
Interval processes 
Markov, bivariate, 32, 231 
Linear--quadratic-Gaussian 
control-performance measure cumul- 
ants, 32, 276 
Linear sequential machines 
synthesis, 32, 112 
Logic 
generalized, feedback, 31, 75 
Loop-free compositions 
finite automata, 31, 231 
K 
Kolam arrays 
control on, 32, 272 
Languages 
Abstract Family of 
full principal, of all recursivdy 
enumerable languages, 30, 96 
intersection-closed, deterministic 
linear bounded automata, 30, 96 
context-free 
oJ-sets associated with, 31, 272 
structural similarity, 30, 267 
deterministic context-free, succinct- 
ness of descriptions, 32, 139 
Dyck, solutions of equations, 30, 21 
families, structure generating function, 
32, 85 
family of 1 ~, family of recursively 
enumerable languages, 32, 1 
finite-state picture, 31, 177 
locally linear families, 32, 27 
one-way multihead writing finite 
automata, 30, 1 
phrase-structure, topological study, 
30, 307 
rational stochastic, homomorphic 
images, 30, 96 
Szilard, formal translations, 30, 187 
ultralinear, turn-bounded grammars 
relation to, 32, 188 
Linear codes 
majority decoding method, use of 
generalized t-designs, 32, 43 
M 
Machines 
minimal, with several initial states, 
31, 193 
Maps 
global, for tessellation automata: in- 
jectivity of, 32, 158 
iterated a-NGSM, and/" systems, 32, 1 
Markov chains 
transformers, 31, 295 
Markov processes 
feature-dependent, estimation, 32, 379 
of intervals, bivariate, 32, 231 
Maximum invariant set 
of automaton system, 32, 307 
Memory 
finite, M-dependent channels, 30, 295 
Minimal machines 
several initial states, 31, 193 
Multivariate information rate 
of random sequences, in data process- 
ing system, 30, 113 
N 
Noiseless coding 
theorems, 32, 355 
Nondeterministic generalized sequential 
machine 
iterated maps, and F systems, 32, 1 
Nonlinear codes 
defined by quadratic forms over GF(2), 
31, 43 
Nonlinear systems 
feedback near-optimum control for, 
32, 75 
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Parses 
right and left, in phrase-structure 
grammars, 32, 242 
Performance 
measure cumulants, LQG control 
system, 32, 276 
Phonology 
descriptive, applications of soclolin- 
guistic restraints on 3-person con- 
versations, 30, 234 
Phrase-structure grammars 
right and left parses, 32, 242 
Phrase-structure languages 
topological study, 30, 307 
Planar figures 
detectable properties, 31, 107 
Polygonal approximations 
black-and-white figures in a plane, 
30, 169 
Polynomials 
irreducible, generation from trino- 
mials, 30, 396 
Procedure interconnection 
semantics of flow chart diagrams, 
described by regular expression 
calculus, 31, 75 
Processes 
bandlimited random, derived theorems 
from bandlimited functions, 31, 258 
Q 
Quadratic forms 
nonlinear codes, 31, 43 
Questionnaires 
optimal diagnostic, less than truthful 
responses, 32, 61 
useful information and, 32, 368 
R 
Realization 
consistent input-output sequences by 
finite state machines, 31, 97 
Recursive functions 
0-1-valued, complexity lower bounds, 
31, 17 
Recursivity 
generalized, and entropies of degree ~, 
32, 33 
Reed-Muller codes 
weight enumeration, 30, 380 
Regulator 
finite state, design, 31, 1 
Representation 
explicit, continuous functions on L~ 
spaces, 30, 143 
Restraints 
sociolinguistic, on three-person con- 
versations: mathematical representa- 
tions, 30, 234 
Sequential coding 
for channels with feedback, 32, 93 
Sequential decision process 
finite automata with cost function, 
31, 153 
Sequential machines 
linear, synthesis, 32, 112 
Sets 
difference, in design of balanced 
multiple-valued filing scheme, 32, 
128 
maximum invariant, of automaton 
system, 32, 307 
o~-sets associated with context-free 
languages, 31, 272 
Sociohnguistic restraints 
three-person conversations, mathema- 
tical representations, 30, 234 
Spaces 
L~, continuous functions on, 30, 143 
Star height 
preserved by injective bomomorph- 
isms, 30, 247 
State 
estimation, for systems with inter- 
rupted observations, 32, 146 
Structure generating function 
some families of languages, 32, 85 
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Succinctness 
descriptions of deterministic languages, 
32, 139 
System interconnection 
semantics of network diagrams, describ- 
ed by logical calculus, 31, 75 
Systems 
slowly varying, identifiability, 32, 201 
/' Systems 
iterated a -NGSM maps and, 32, I 
Szilard languages 
formal translations, 30, 187 
T 
Tessellation automata 
injectivity of global maps for, 32, 158 
Topology 
for automata, 32, 163 
phrase-structure languages, 30, 307 
Transformability 
finite-state, complete degrees, 32, 169 
Transformers 
of Markov chains, 31, 295 
Transition probability matrices 
Markov process, estimation, 32, 379 
Translations 
formal, Szilard languages, 30, 187 
Trinomials 
generation of irreducible polynomials 
from, 30, 396 
V 
Variable length codes 
characterizations, 32, 263 
Varying systems 
slow, identifiability, 32, 201 
W 
Weights 
Reed-Muller codes, 30, 380 
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